Cheung Chau Government Secondary School
S.1 Half-yearly Exam 2016-17 Coverage
English Language
Paper 1 Reading 1.25 hour (120 marks)
There are three parts (A, B1 and B2) in Part I. In part B, you should attempt either B1 (Easy section) or B2
(Difficult section). Students who attempt A and B1 will be able to get 31 out of 36 marks. Students who attempt
A and B2 will be able to get 36 out of 36 marks.
A. Reading students profiles.
B1. Reading a recipe.
B2. Reading an article about food in Hong Kong
Vocabulary
Spring Roll
春卷

chop

wrap

ingredients

well read

weakness

mean (adj)

unfamiliar

admire

curious

snack

iconic

satisfies

mould

treats

dish

popular

resembles

Part II: Grammar Usage (52 marks)
-

There is / are (TP p. 42, SG p. 17-19)
Adverbs of frequency (TP p.18-19, SG p.15-16)
Simple present tense (TP p. 16-18, SG p.6-14)
Present continuous tense (TP p. 45-47, SG p. 28-32)
Prepositions of place (TP p.44-45, SG p. 24-27)
Wh-questions (TP p.43, SG p. 20-23)
Talking about quantities (TP p.79, SG p. 39-40)
Countable and Uncountable nouns (TP p. 78, SG p. 37-38)

Part III: Vocabulary (17 marks)
-

Describing appearance (TP p.11)
Describing personality (TP p.12)
Hobbies (TP p.13)
Popular food items (TP p.74)
Ways of cooking (TP p.75)
Adjectives describing food (TP p.76)
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Paper 2 Writing

(60 marks)

1 hour

Instructions:
1. Write ALL your answers on the Answer Sheet.
2. Choose ONE topic in Part C and write about 100 words.
3. Write neatly and clearly.
Part A (5 marks)
What do you learn in these School Clubs? Unit 2
e.g. Astronomy Club
I learn about stars and galaxies.
Film Club
I learn about the different types of films.
Environment Club
I learn how to protect the environment.
Part B (15 marks)
Do you know your timetable (Monday to Friday)?
Why do you like some subjects?
Why don’t you like some subjects?

I like it because……
I don’t like it because…….

Part C: Long Task (40 marks)
Choose ONE question and write about 100 words.
1
A personal description - Unit 1
2
An email about your school, (Unit 2) OR
3

A short story (Unit 4)
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Paper 3: Listening and Integrated Skills40 minutes (60 marks)
Instructions:
1. Answer ALL questions in the Question-Answer Book.
2. The Question-Answer Book consists of 6 pages. The words ‘END OF PAPER’ should
appear on the last page. Check that there are no missing pages.
3. After all listening materials are played, you will be given 2 minutes to check and tidy up your
answers.
4. You are advised to use a PENCIL for this exam.
5. The listening materials will be played twice.
Revision Scope:
1. Dictation on
- School Clubs………………………..NTP P.39

e.g. Art Club

School Subjects………………….. NTP P.40

e.g. English

2. Listening to
a. names
b. numbers (e.g.12 vs 20, 13 vs 30, 15 vs 50, 16 vs 60…etc.)
c. time and dates
d. personality adjectives (e.g. polite, impolite, cheerful, helpful, tidy…etc.)
e. daily routine
f.

recipe/instructions

g.

ordering food at a restaurant/cafe

3. Other Words/expressions to note:
Words/Expression

Meaning

blackening the circle
conversation
Student Awards Contest
Order Form
pick-up date
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quantity
Paper 4: Speaking5 minutes per student (30 marks)
You will have 3 minutes for your preparation.
Part A: Reading Aloud
You have1 minute to read one of the given passages.
Set 1

Hello! I’m Jessie. I live in Central. I’m 13. I’m tall. I have long, straight hair and I have a
ponytail. I’m energetic. I like dancing. I practise hip hop dancing with my friends.
They’re creative and come up with new steps. Sometimes, we watch K-pop videos
together. We always get very excited when we see our favourite groups. The singers
dance well! My parents like dancing too, but they never do hip hop dancing. My dog
Judo is cute. I teach him how to do hip hop. I think he likes it!

Set 2

Nice to meet you! At our school, we have lessons in different classrooms, so we carry
our bags with us everywhere.I like swimming in the pool. There’s also a library and a
football pitch behind the assembly hall.I study a lot of subjects but my favourite ones
are PE and Science. Right now, I’m making a robot for a Science project.There are
many school clubs you can join, like golf, horse riding and ballet.What’s your school
like? I can’t wait to meet you in Hong Kong!

Set 3

I fell in love with this restaurant when I saw Hello Kitty on the windowsand tables!
Everything in the shop was pretty.When we wentin, the waiters greeted us with a
smile. Mum and I ordered Hello Kitty shrimp dumplings and custard buns. They
looked cute and delicious. I took many photos of them!We had fried rice with chicken
as our main course. It was so big that we almost couldn’t finish it. I really liked this
savoury dish.I recommend this restaurant to all Hello Kitty fans.You shouldn’t miss it!
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Part B: Individual Presentation
You have 1 minute to give a presentation on one of the three topics given. Study the following mind maps for all 3 sets.

Set 1
Your English teacher has asked you to introduce yourself to your classmates.
Prepare a one-minute presentation about yourself. You can use some ideas from thefollowing mind map and/or
your own ideas in your presentation.
Face and
What I
look like

Age

Name, nickname,
English first name

hair

Height and
build

About me

Interests

and hobbies
Likes and dislikes

Favourite colours,
Things you don’t
like

What kind of person I
am – shy? Cheerful?
Funny? Nervous?

food, singer/band and
subjects…etc.

Set 2
You are telling some new students about school life.
Prepare a one-minute presentation about school life. You can use some ideas from thefollowing mind map
and/or your own ideas in your presentation.
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Set 3
Your teacher asked you to tell your class about your favourite place to eat out.
You are now preparing the one-minute presentation. You may use the ideas from the following mind map
and/or your own ideas in your presentation.

Sh size of the place

Shdecoration/style
ShapeShape

S

What it looks like

price

When you eat
there

Shtaste
Favourite
dish(es)

My favourite
place to eat out
ShIn Cheung

Sh ingredients

Chau?

Where it is
S
Outside of Cheung
Chau? Where?

Why you like it
so much

Café? Cha Chaan Teng?
Fast food restaurant?

You may use the following or your own words to begin and end your presentation.
Good morning/afternoon, everybody. I’m going to talk about ________________.

That’s all I want to say. Thank you.
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